
Products for VIC 20 and CBM 64
®

Word Wizard For The Vic 20®-(Requires at least 8K memory expansion) A user

friendly WORD PROCESSOR with optional joystick control. Easy edit and string

manipulation commands that follow the standard format. Full use of function keys for

ease of use. 1 00% machine language with Delete Word, Search functions and Full

Justification. Use VIC Graphic printer, or any Centronics compatible printer connected

to the user port. On Tape (supports disk). $34.95.

ZAPI-Climbing the corporate ladder could be fun except for all that falling paperwork.

This Hires arcade type game allows up to 4 players to advance through each floor and

change levels to scale the corporate ranks. Be careful, it's easy to be ZAPPED!
CARTRIDGE for VIC 20* $29.95

Bomber Word-A unique graphic word game on cartridge that provides the full thrill of

arcade action. Complete with six modes of play options for added enjoyment Play

against the computer or another player. 6 to adult For VIC 20®. $29.95.

Tic Attack—A fast action arcade game on Cartridge that challenges all of your

dexterity. Written in machine language for special audio & visual effects. Over 100
levels of play. High score indication. For VIC 20®. $29.95

Oot- A- Lot-As you wander through the maze of life collecting Berries, you happen upon

some magical fruit Pick one and the treasures appear, but the Meanies are out today

looking to spoil your fun. Defeat them and continue on to a higher level. An ever

changing maze plus arcade type animation and sound will provide a real winning

CARTRIDGE for the VIC 20®. $29.95

Triple Play-Three word games that are both fun and educational. The games that are

included are CROSSWORDS (requires at least 8 K expansion). Five complete puzzles

are included and each puzzle has up to 1 00 different words. CRYPTO-SOLVE will help

you solve those cryptic messages found in newspapers, books, and magazines with a
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systematic computer technique. Included are approximately 50 different

puzzles. You can even enter your own cryptic messages. HIDDEN WORDS will

display a matrix of seemingly random letters on the screen. Upon closer inspection,

you will be able to find many words. Included are approximately 25 different puzzles.

For VIC 20®. ONLY $29.95 for all 3

Sketch Pad & Char-Gen—This hi-resolution drawing program will allow you to draw
pictures in detail. Use either the keyboard or optional joystick. A fill command will

allow you to fill a block and other commands allow you to easily clear the screen. You

can also save and load pictures. Char-Gen is a simple to use custom character

generator that will allow you to design different characters for each printable key on

the computer. This program is an excellent device to design game creatures, foreign

alphabets, secret symbols, or other special characters. One set is included and you

can make and store others quite easily. Both for VIC 20®. ONLY $24.95

HARDWARE
Expand-0-Ram-16K Expansion Board for the VIC 20" with reset, memory write

protect, full memory allocation, plus TWO expansion slots. Like having 2 products in

1. Can even be used as a cartridge development system. $1 19.00

Universal Tape Interface & Duplicator-(Use on the CBM 64® and VIC 20®). With this

device, you can easily load, save or even duplicate tapes easily with your recorder.

Full 3 LED indication of Data transfer makes this the most reliable way to Load, Save

and Duplicate. A complete I/O device with extras. NOTE: Duplication requires 2

recorders. Only $49.95

Universal Parallel Interfaces-Now you can use most any parallel Centronics® type

printer with your VIC 20®/CBM 64®. The inexpensive model will allow you to access

your printer through the user port This cable and driver is

only $19.95. Our other model from TYMAC is more _^
extensive with graphic capabilities. Call or

write for more information and

prices.
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